By Terry Moore

Pardon the interruption, but I must get a few things off my chest.

Usually a nice, comforting essay about some aspect of golf is in order for this column but spring fever and the emergence of the Michigan golf season have gotten the better of me. There have been so many incidents and media tempests surrounding the game that I must jump in and offer my two cents worth.

Ken Venturi and his book: You know the story by now. Venturi reviews his storied golf career by including a section about the ’58 Masters saying in so many words that eventual winner Arnold Palmer knowingly broke a rule on the 12th hole involving an embedded ball. Reading the full text of the section (excerpted in Golf Magazine), Venturi makes some interesting and challenging observations about the incident. But the upshot of all of this, in the world of public opinion, is that Venturi calls “The King” a cheater and not deserving of his ’58 Masters title. My two cents worth is that Venturi must’ve received some terrible advice and counsel from somebody on including his version of this long-forgotten incident, especially since he never brought it up before in all of his years as a CBS analyst and Masters commentator. Instead, one can imagine the book publisher (and certainly the publicist) gleefully welcoming the inclusion of the Masters incident. “Hey, this should sell more books!” This underlying moral is best summed up by paraphrasing a quote by the iconoclast Michael Moore in a recent documentary titled The Corporation: The rich man will sell you the rope to hang yourself with if he thinks he can make a buck.

Johnny Miller and his commentary. Miller is the preeminent color analyst in golf. No one else is even close for making salient, bold and usually intelligent observations. I remember once talking to one of the assistant producers for NBC Golf who said Miller has such acute perceptions that he can consistently tell a player’s errant shot by merely listening to the audio feed of how the ball is struck. Wow, that’s as spooky as Dustin Hoffman in the movie Rain Man! But Miller is that sharp and that perceptive. But my two cents on Miller is that he gets too enamored with himself and his lofty reputation. Case in point was his comment last month about Craig Parry’s swing, describing it so disparagingly that it would make “Ben Hogan puke.” Of course, Parry got the ultimate last laugh by holing out a spectacular eagle at Doral’s 18th hole in the playoff. Truth be told, Miller had a long vacation between his last ’03 telecast and his first ’04 one. So when he got to Doral and his 2004 debut, Miller must’ve felt some subconscious need to get “on the board” with his fan base and/or the USA TODAY’s influential sports television critic Rudy Martzke. Why even earlier during Doral telecast, Miller said something about how annoying it had been for him to watch the winter golf telecasts where announcers were constantly talking over the putts. Gee, now Miller is even into Martzke’s turf! Miller is a terrific commentator but not everything that pops up in that fertile and original golf mind needs verbalization.

SI Golf Plus Tour Player Survey: Sports Illustrated hit a publishing ace a decade ago when it started Golf Plus, its golf magazine-within-a-magazine. It’s an excellent section with some of the best writers and features around. For the past several years, it has conducted a PGA Tour player survey on a number of topics, most of which are pure entertainment-e.g. “Best-looking Tour wife or girlfriend?” (Elin Nordegren, Tiger’s fiancée, in a runaway (bride?)
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